
Airfryer XL Snack
Cover

 
Suitable for HD924x range

Versatile cooking

 
HD9932/00

For homemade chips, tortillas and dehydrated fruit
Airfryer XL Snack cover

Enjoy healthy, homemade snacks like chips, tortillas and dehydrated fruit. It is perfect for marinated dishes and

also the Snack cover helps you to bake your cakes and bread to perfection!

Excellent and healthy results

Rapid air flow for perfect and healthy results

Keep light weight ingredients in place and avoid spattering

Even browning, also when a longer cooking time is needed

Tasty and Versatile

Delicious snacks like chips, tortillas and dehydrated fruit

Easier cleaning

Dishwasher safe for your convenience



Airfryer XL Snack Cover HD9932/00

Highlights Specifications

Excellent and healthy results

Due to the Rapid air technology you can make

healthy snacks because you cook them with

little or no oil.

Ideal for delicate dishes

The cover enables you to cook more delicate

dishes with light-weight ingredients that

without the lid would fly out of the basket due

to the high speed airflow of the Airfryer. Also

the cover prevents spattering, ideal for

marinated food and more fatty ingredients.

Even browning

The Snack cover is ideal for recipes with a

longer cooking time like cheese cake and

bread – it slows down the browning on the top,

while the inside bakes to perfection.

Tasty and Versatile

With the Snack cover you will be able to use

your Airfyer even more often. Make your own

healthy snacks like chips, tortillas and

dehydrated fruits. And bake your cakes and

bread to perfection.

Only little cleaning effort

Dishwasher safe for your convenience.

General specifications

Product features: Dishwasher safe

Service

2-year worldwide guarantee

Sustainability

Packaging: > 90% recycled materials

User manual: 100% recycled paper

Finishing

Material of main body: Stainless steel
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